LANDING CRAFT, AIR CUSHION (LCAC) - This change updates the requirements and criteria for candidates that are interested in an assignment as an LCAC crew member

- Updated references
- **Para 1**, renumbered subparagraphs in the article
- **Subpara 1a**, updated primary mission of LCACs
- **Subpara 2a**, adjusted the initial obligated service time from 48-month to 60-month for NEC 800A (LCAC operator), 729B (LCAC craft engineer/assistant operator and 701B (LCAC radar operator/navigator)
- **Subpara 2a(1)**, further clarification added for commanding officers when endorsing candidates for LCAC instructor duty
- **Subpara 2a(2)**, definition of closed-loop NEC is clarified
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